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De-Concrete is a company specialized in decorative concrete 
systems for both vertical and horizontal applications. With an 
experience that goes back in time to the year 1994 under other 
company’s name, De-Concrete decided to have its own identity 
by registering its name officially in 2002. Since that year on, De-
Concrete proved to be a professional company working in the field 
of stamped and decorative concrete.

De-Concrete earned the confidence of its clients which made it 
the most recommended company in its fields through out the 
Lebansese market. As a matter of fact, De-Concrete started 
achieving approximately 70,000 sqm in its first 2 years and ended 
achieving 250,000 sqm in the year 2010 & above through out the 
Lebanese territories for both public and private sectors.

De-Concrete Systems transform ordinary concrete into 
extraordinary, beautiful and durable building materials. The 
engineered systems address specialized requirements for interior, 
exterior and vertical uses with a compatible range of coloring 
admixtures, floor hardeners, color cementitious toppings, overlay 
texturing tools, as well as comprehensive technical support.

De-Concrete relies on research and development so that it 
maintains what it has achieved and what it aims for. Moreover 
any new product displayed in international fairs, and adequate for 
the Lebanese market, De-Concrete will be the first in applying it.

De-Concrete expertise labour-ship uses top quality products to 
guarantee the final results. Nevertheless the prices De-Conctete 
offers are very competitive with respect to the quality it produce.

De-Concrete invites you to visit its offices at the Gardenia Center, 
Hazmieh - Lebanon.

© All photos and/or design and/or literature and/or trademarks appearing on this pamphlet
are the intellectual property of DE-CONCRETE® Lebanon & iDEAL WORk italy.

DE-CONCRETE sarl reserves all rights against any ilict act to this regard.
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Sassoitalia 2cm

SASSoItALIA 2CM



Beautiful, unique, practical. With De-Concrete Sassoitalia you can obtain 
exactly the paving you desire: great scenic effect and typically italian 
style, extremely resistant to weathering and impact, easy to clean and 
maintain. De-Concrete, the leader in decorative concrete technology, is 
ready to fulfill your desires.

Your wISheS
our exPerIenCe





It ADAPtS to AnY
envIronMent

De-Concrete has combined historic terraces and modern 
polymer technologies to produce De-Concrete Sassoitalia: 
a unique system for even and consistently exposed ag-
gregates paving. You can choose between exotic marble 
aggregates offered by De-Concrete or you can use local 
aggregates for a more natural result. You can also create 
geometric shapes, colours and specific matching and com-
binations, giving free rein to your creativity.

You can use Sassoitalia on freshly placed or old concrete, 
making this technology the perfect solution for new build 
construction or renovation projects. Sassoitalia is extremely 
flexible because it requires a thickness of only 2 to 4 cm over 
existing concrete. For long-lasting beauty, the surface can be 
treated with anti-dust, oil-proof or waterproof sealers.

Sassoitalia is perfect for private homes, patios and ter-
races or for public places such as squares, sidewalks and 
avenues. Pedestrian or vehicular traffic make great use of 
the anti-slip finish of idealwork Sassoitalia in both wet and 
cold conditions. Due to its monolithic structure Sassoiitalia 
is not subject to depressions or settlement, ensuring a con-
sistent result over the years.





MAke Your
ChoICe

AnD More...
You CAn ALSo

MAke Your 
PerSonAL 
CoLor MIx 

Stone

Neutro - Ciote Giallo sienna Neutro - Verde Alpi

Neutro - Giallo Sienna

Sabbia - Breccia Pernice

Neutro - Mix verde Alpi Gillo 
& Mori

Paglia - Oriental

Grigio - Nero & Bianco

Sabbia - Oriental

Archibeton

Paglia - Ciote Giallo Seina

Paglia - Giallo Oro

Grigio - Nero Ebano

Paglia - Mix Breccia Pernice & 
Bianco

Neutro - Oriental

Neutro - Mix Ciote Bianco & 
Nero



Sassoitalia Polish

SASSoItALIA 
PoLISh



we InterPret fLoorIng
In the StYLe

You Prefer MoSt...

Terrazzo is a durable type of flooring made from italian 
marble aggregates embedded in a High quality italian 
mixed design cement and polished to a high sheen. Modern 
versions can include materials such as onyx, glass, metal, 
granite and even mother of pearl.
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2.5 cm



Lixio (Microterrazo 6 mm)

LIxIo
MICroterrAzo 6MM



LIxIo-MICroterrAzzo   
6 MM onLY PoLISheD

Cementitious topping with marble aggregates optimized 
for polishing

LiXiO® is a polymer modified cement based microterrazzo. 
By using LiXiO® it is possible to create high-end polished 
surfaces. High quality italian marble aggregates are used 
to offer a prestigious and modern floor. With only 5-7 mm 
thickness it is possible to create a high abrasion resistant 
surface, ideal for commercial and residential areas such as 
shops, restaurants, hotels, museum and private villas. Each 
floor is a unique creation. The customer can choose his 
own mix of aggregates and the grade of polishing (from 
textured to high gloss polish). LiXiO® can be applied not 
only inside but also outside where a textured “buccardè” 
finish is recommended for an elegant slip resistant finish.





MAke Your
ChoICe

Lixio Bianco - Carrara

Lixio - Occhialino

Lixio Bottotchino

Lixio Nero - Ebano



Microtopping 3 mm

MICrotoPPIng 3MM



renew Your SurfACe In 
onLY 3 MILLIMeterS

in only three millimetres of thickness, with De-concrete 
idealwork Microtopping it is possible to renew existing 
surfaces on different substrates (concrete, self-leveling, 
ceramics, wood, etc.) without removing them. De-
concrete idealwork Microtopping presents extraordinary 
adhesion properties, high abrasion resistance and climatic 
stress; it performs perfectly on floor heating.

Before After
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Acide Stain

ACID StAIn



De-ConCrete 
IDeAL-StAIn

They are particular reactive stains, based on metallic 
salts, which penetrate the concrete and chemically 
change its’ color, creating different, variegated and 
permanent effects. The result is unique for each surface, 
depending on chemical composition, mixture porosity, 
age, texturing, concrete color, number of applications 
and other factors.

Modern and artistic designs, natural beauty, providing a 
great effect.

Unique and permanent color effects.









MAke Your
ChoICe

Amber

Ebony

Brown

Terracotta

Fern Green



Smooth Concrete

SMooth ConCrete



ArChIteCtS
neeD

Smooth Concrete answers the needs for all architects 
influenced by the minimalistic architecture and 
construction. its smooth, cloudy raw look, makes the 
system a live one, that changes through time to a vintage 
material for floor cover.
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StAMPeD ConCrete Stamped Concrete



PrInteD
ConCrete

De-concrete Stamped concrete, often called textured or 
imprinted concrete, is concrete that replicates stones such 
as slate and flagstone, tile, brick and even wood. ideal for 
beautifying pool decks, driveways, entries, courtyards, and 
patios, stamped concrete is the perfect outdoor paving choice.

Stone Skin

Edinburgh Cobble

Tri-Ashlar
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Stamping Concrete



Granite Set 10x10

London Cobble



European Fan



Stone Skin

Castle Stone

Granite Set 10x10

Edinburgh Cobble Mexican Tiles

Paver Stone Random Stone Pennsylvania

Wood Planks Serpentine Tri-Ashlar

Danish Fan Royal Ashlar Rock Salted Paver

Tiles
30x30

Tiles BorderTiles
20x20

Old Flat Stone Cobble Circle Chateau
Ashlar

European Fan Slate Skin Misa Stone

London Cobble

MAke Your
ChoICe



All De-concrete SolutionS

www.de-concrete.com

iDEAL WORk is an italian company that supplies DE-
CONCRETE with raw materials like the color mix for 
Sasso italia and color hardener for stamped concrete, 
and many other materials for different kinds of 
applications, listed in this catalogue.

Relation between both companies goes back to the 
year 2003 in which the leaders (iDEAL WORk) in raw 
material production throughout all Europe, fulfill the 
needs of the leaders (DE-CONCRETE) in decorative 
concrete applications throughout all Middle East.

Pictures within this catalogue are for projects done by 
iDEAL WORk and DE-CONCRETE in Europe and in the 
Middle East.

All Materials DE-CONCRETE uses, complies with LEED 
requirements for green Architecture and construction.



Hazmieh, Damascus Highway, Gardenia Center,
Block A, Ground Floor

Tel/fax: 00961 5 951 784
GSM: 00961 3 798881

E-mail: info@de-concrete.com
Website: www.de-concrete.com


